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 The purpose of this research paper is to develop a black-box accident 

warning system that utilizes both global system for mobile communication 

(GSM) and global positioning system (GPS) technologies to identify and 

deliver a minimum set of data that includes critical data about the accident 

gathered via various sensors such as the type of accidents, geographic 

coordinates, time, and velocities (civil protection, hospitals, and police). 

Additionally, the system makes use of data collected via the OBD-II standard 

to provide a reliable method for detecting accidents based on vehicle 

acceleration. Clearly, this system appeared to be the best option for countries 

with significantly older average vehicle ages. The system was installed in a 

real vehicle in order to evaluate the collision detection algorithm through the 

use of abrupt medium-speed braking. The system also includes an image 

processing system for age and gender prediction based on the Rapsberry Pi 

and intel neural compute stick 2 (NCS2) that will be published in future 

work.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Transportation has grown exponentially in recent years in today's society. Regrettably, this was a 

significant factor in the increase in deadly road collisions [1], [2]. Nearly 1.2 million people are killed in 

automobile accidents each year. Additionally, between 20 and 50 million individuals are permanently 

handicapped or seriously harmed [3]. Prior research has established a substantial correlation between traffic 

accident deaths and the reaction time of intervention services: the time required for intervention units to reach 

on the scene of the accident [3]. Automated vehicle accident detection and warning systems, often called as 

eCall systems, can help intervention responders respond more quickly. As a consequence, several lives may 

be saved and the severity of injuries may be minimized [4], [5]. 

To facilitate fast action, we introduced an accident detection and warning system (ADWS) capable 

of transmitting a minimum set of data (MSD) from the vehicle to intervention services [6]. The following 

data is included in this MSD: 

a) Accident type 

b) Geographic position (Longitude and latitude) 

c) Time of the accident 

d) Speed 

e) Acceleration/Deceleration 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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The proposed method makes use of GPS technology to compute the vehicle's precise longitude and 

latitude coordinates and transmits them to intervention services through the global system for mobile 

communication (GSM) network. Additionally, it utilizes the Raspberry Pi to handle acceleration and a 

number of other data collected through different kinds of sensors [7].  

 

 

2. RELATED WORKS 

Emergency call is a call that enables the driver of the vehicle to send a message to the public safety 

answering point (PSAP) manually or automatically in the case of a significant collision [8]. 

 

2.1.   Built-in units 

Automobiles manufacturers are now pursuing integrated (built-in unit) emergency call systems for 

their latest automobiles. The primary benefit of this kind is the ability to check the status of any sensor 

installed in the vehicle, including accelerometers and airbag deployment monitors. to establish how an 

accident occurred.  

 

2.2.   Black-box systems 

Unfortunately, the majority of cars in nations with a much greater average age do not have 

automated system for detecting accidents and reporting [9]. The optimum option in this situation is to use the 

'black-box' eCall solutions, independent or deployable devices that have the specific personal sensor 

hardware, positioning and communication capabilities [4]. 

 

2.3.   Mobile phone-based systems 

Almost every passenger in a vehicle has a smartphone with the increasing use of mobile 

communications devices. This includes the key technical parts needed by an emergency call system (GPS, 

accelerometer, GSM communication) [4]. In relation to built-in unit are the benefits and limitations of 

smartphone accident warning apps, e.g. do not automatically link to in-vehicle sensors, and offer significant 

information for accident investigations including videos and images. They are not as accurate as other 

systems, however, since they may generate misleading positive effects [9]. 

Nemerous researchers are nowadays developing eCall systems. First of all, the mobile phone’s 

applications are the most widespread solutions due to their low cost and ease of use. However, they’re the least 

effective comparing to built-in and black-box solutions. In fact, almost all mobile phone applications employed 

the integrated smartphone accelerometer’s data to perform the accidents detection [9]. Some of them used 

special machine learning algorithms so as to analyze this data and determine the accident severity [10]-[12]. 

Others utilized both integrated smartphones and vehicle sensors in the accident detection in order to raise the 

confidence rate [13]. Therefore, ignoring the use of the in-vehicle sensors in the accident detection procedure 

causes a big limitation in such systems performances [14]. 

Secondly, black-box solutions are more complicated in terms of conception and implementation. 

Whereas, they have more efficiency in terms of the providing accident data quality. They either used specific 

types of sensors or the in-vehicle sensors, microcontrollers are mainly employed in the conception of this 

kind of systems to manipulate the different electronic compenents, detect, locate the vehicle accident and 

send the warning message due to the GPS and GSM networks [15], [16]. Furthermore, both mobile phone 

and black-box solutions have a major insufficiency as long as they are not using the in-vehicle sensors data in 

the accident detection phase.  

 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Black-box approach presented in this study can significantly reduce reaction time by automatically 

sending an alarm message indicating the vehicle's location through GPS. This message will be forwarded to 

intervention services, who will determine the appropriate course of action in response to the warning. 

Because time is critical in these types of circumstances, this strategy will save significant time. The proposed 

system design is depicted in Figure 1. In the case of a traffic collision, an algorithm for detecting accidents 

will process multiple data sources and instruct the Raspberry Pi to generate and deliver a warning message to 

intervention services via the GSM module carrying the vehicle’s accident information. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of the proposed system 

 

 

3.1.   Hardware architecture 

The black box technology shown in this article can decrease the reaction time by creating an 

automatic warning message that identifies the vehicle geographic position using a GPS device. This 

notification will be forwarded to intervention services, who will determine the appropriate course of action to 

take in response to the alert. Due of the critical nature of time in these types of treatments, this strategy saves 

considerable time. The hardware architeture of the proposed black box system is shown in Figure 2. The 

system is intended as a transportable unit, allowing for easy relocation and maintenance.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Proposed hardware architecture 

 

 

4. GPS FOR ACCIDENT DETECTION SYSTEM 

The global positioning system is a navigational satellite network system established and operated for 

military and civil uses by the United States Department of Defense [17]. The GPS device indicates the 

geographic location of the crash by comparing the moment when a number of satellites received signals and 

triangulating on the already known satellites' locations. The place of the accident may be determined 

accurately with GPS technology [18]. In line with wuth NMEA specifications, the GPS receptor sends data 

via universal asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) and the NMEA defines communication using a 

variety of distinct expressions [19].  

The $GPRMC phrase of the NMEA 0183 communications protocol is often used for data 

transmission on GPS devices. The time, place and speed of the $GPRMC phrase can be removed. Figure 3 

shows the $GPRMC sentence structure [20], [21]. 

Before using the data, it is necessary to convert it from the format supplied by the $GPRMC 

expression (degrees, minutes, and seconds: ddmm.ssss) to decimal coordinates. The longitude and latitude 

must be converted from the format supplied by the $GPRMC sentence (degrees, minutes, and seconds: 

ddmm.ssss) to decimal coordinates (dd.mmssss). 
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Figure 3. The $GPRMC sentence 

 

 

5. ACCIDENT DETECTION PROCEDURE 

Excessive speed is one of the principal causes of traffic accidents, the distance between the start of 

braking until the complete standing of the vehicle increases proportionally by speeding up. According to the 

law of conservation of energy, a moving body has kinetic energy (1). When an accident happens, kinetic 

energy is transformed to destructive forces, resulting in damage to both the passengers and the vehicle [22]. 

 

21

2
KineticEnergy mv=

 (1) 

 

The acceleration information can be extracted from three different sources: Accelerometer, GPS 

data and the in-vehicle sensors [23]. Since the accelerometer and the GPS data are not accurate enough to 

allow distinguishing between real accidents and other types of events, the perfect solution is to use the speed 

data obtained from the in-vehicle sensors, and calculate acceleration based on that data. Generally, accident 

occurs when the detected deceleration is bigger than 5 Gs. If the force is above 20 Gs, the accident is 

considered serious. Fatal cases take place in impact above 50 Gs [24]. 

The proposed procedure to detect the occurrence of vehicle crashes in our system is based on the use 

of the OBD-II standard. The Raspberry Pi obtains speed information by connecting to the car’s OBD-II 

through the bluetooth connection, acceleration/deceleration was estimated from the speed data acquired every 

140 milliseconds using (2) [25], [26]. 
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where, 2td  is deceleration at time 2t and 1v  and 2v  are the speeds at 1t time and 2t respectively [27]. 

 

 

6. DATA TRANSMISSION PROCEDURE 

When an accident occurs, the accident warning system must broadcast the accident data to the 

intervention services in real time in order to provide fast intervention. Based on the estimated acceleration 

value, a short message service (SMS) is delivered using a GSM modem that provides the longitude and 

latitude of the incident as well as the time of occurrence, speed, accident type, and severity of the accident.  

The Raspberry Pi can communicate with the GSM modem by sending AT commands to it. The 

‘ATE0' command is used to turn off the echo for the first time. In order to enable text mode (SMS), the 

command ‘AT+CMGF=1' must be entered, and the command ‘AT+CMGS' must be entered in order to sends 

the SMS to a recipient number that has been pre-selected. 

 

 

7. DATA TRANSMISSION PROCEDURE 

In this paper, the vehicle acceleration is used as a main factor to predict whether or not accident 

occurs. In sever accident, the speed decreases from a high value to zero in a very short time lapse [28]. The 
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Raspberry Pi monitors the acceleration data obtained through the OBD-II protocol in real-time. The system 

considers the instance acceleration/deceleration as an accident when it exceeds ±5g. 

The system comprises both gyroscopes and flame sensors in the case of automobile overturn or fire. 

As a result, the geographic location phase will be triggered, which allows GPS technology to capture the 

exact location and time of the accident, which will subsequently be transmitted to emergency services via 

GSM connection. Figure 4 displays a flow diagram of the algorithm for the accident detection and warning 

system that has been proposed by the author.  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Diagram of the accident detection algorithm 

 

 

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A reliable accident detection and warning system has been designed and presented in this study, the 

importance of such system is summarized in the use of the acceleration as a primary factor in determining the 

occurrence of road accidents. It also combines the main advantages of smartphones-based solution and built-

in unit systems, both low-cost and a precise way to extract the real-time vehicle speed. 

To determine the acceleration of the vehicle, an accident detection system was created and tested. 

Two variables are utilized to record the beginning and final speeds, while the initial variable takes after 140 

milliseconds the value of the previous final velocity, which in turn updates its value, both speeds are 

necessary to calculate acceleration using an (2). The system has been assessed at different velocities by 

means of a medium vehicle braking, the following statistics indicate speed change and calculated 

acceleration following the application of the braking test at various four speeds with a Kia Carens 5-door 

2015 (40kph, 60kph, 80kph and 100kph). Figures 5-8 depicted the values of the initial and the final speeds 

enregistred after applying a medium brake at the speeds of 40kph, 60kph, 80kph and 100kph respectively. 

Figures 9-12 present the result of the computed acceleration using the previous speeds values. 

The minimum speed change needed to achieve the accident case which is 5g in 140 milliseconds in 

our system must be 25kph at least, even the deceleration value in the test of a severe brake can’t achieve this 

value. The highest deceleration value registered after testing the system is -1g following a medium brake at 

80kph when the change between the initial and the final speed in this case was 5kph.  
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Figure 5. Speed change for the medium brake at 

40kph 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Speed change for the medium brake at 

60kph 

 

 

  
 

Figure 7. Speed change for the medium brake at 

80kph 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Speed change for the medium brake at 

100kph 

 

 

  
 

Figure 9. Acceleration for the medium brake at 

40kph 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Acceleration for the medium brake at 

60kph 
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Figure 11. Acceleration for the medium brake at 

80kph 

 

Figure 12. Acceleration for the medium brake at 

100kph 

 

 

9. CONCLUSION 

The authors developed an accident detection and location system in this article that provides a 

strong detection mechanism for road accidents with the use of acceleration data and rapid reporting utilizing 

GPS as well as GSM technologies. The key addition to our system was the notion of leveraging the actual 

speed data collected by means of the OBD-II system in order to compute acceleration to identify the accident. 

We have profited from both mobile phone and Built-In solutions advantages, mobility and robustness. And 

since the system uses the OBD-II standard, it can be installed in any car whatever its model. The system has 

been installed and tested in a real vehicle by the application of a medium brake at varied speeds due to the 

difficulty of its application in real accident. In order to determine the severity of accidents, the next effort 

rests in the integration of a machine learning model, which employs acceleration values and many other 

features that the system may offer to forecast the severity of the accident.  
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